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ABSTRACT
Evidentiality is a universal category, the study of which should be carried out on the
grammatical (morphological and syntactic) and lexical levels. The paper analyzes
conditional-resultative hypotactic constructions from the viewpoint of evidentiality.
Conditional-resultative hypotactic constructions consist of two components – main
and subordinate clauses; The condition is given in the subordinate clause, the
predicate of which represents the action which serves as a precondition for the
fulfillment of the second action. The condition is followed by the result, which is
given in the main clause and takes place if the corresponding condition is fulfilled.
Such hypotactic construction is based on background knowledge, as the action
described in the conditional-resultative sentence implies logical inter-relation
between the clauses. The following questions should be answered in this regard:
What are the characteristic features of these constructions from the viewpoint of
evidentiality? Does the logical relation between the main and subordinate clauses
represent a source of information which serves as a basis for evidentiality?
Based on the analysis of the empirical material, it can be concluded that hypotactic
constructions are evidential if conclusions or assumptions are drawn on the basis of
logical conditional-resultative relations (and not perceptive facts), as well as the
background knowledge/experience of the speaker.
Hypotactic constructions are not evidential unless the logical relation between
conditional-resultative clauses implies the above-mentioned nuances, and if only a
certain fact, result or appeal is represented.
The paper also focuses on the data of other Kartvelian languages and reveals the
typology of the Kartvelian languages with regard to the issue under analysis.
Key words: Evidentiality, hypotactic constructions, Kartvelian languages.
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It is well known that evidentiality is a

evidentiality. Our interest towards the issue

universal category which is studied on the

is caused by the necessity to find out

grammatical (morphological and syntactic)

whether the logical relationship between

and lexical levels. The given paper analyzes

the components of such constructions is

conditional-resultative hypotactic construc-

perceived as a source of information that

tions from the viewpoint of evidentliaty.

forms grounds for evidentiality.

Fulfillment or non-fulfillment of the
condition

given

subordinate

in

clause

the

defines

In order to answer the above question,

conditional

initially we carry out a more or less detailed

the

analysis

result

of

the

semantic

groups

of

expressed by the main clause. Therefore, the

conditional-resultative

condition refers not to one of the members,

constructions based on the empirical data of

but

the literary Georgian language.

to

the

conceptual

entire

main

between

The
the

Despite the abundance of the semantic

conditional-resultative components is as

groups, two contrastive theses can be

follows: if a certain condition is fulfilled, the

distinguished, in one case, based on the

result will be achieved (Shanidze 1980, 208-

background knowledge and experience of

209, 222; Kvachadze 1988 390-395).

the speaker (I), and, in the other case, based

In

relation

clause.

hypotactic

on real facts (II). Thesis I embraces two

the Kartvelian languages 2 , eviden-

semantic

semantically. Diverse types of evidentiality

epistemic modality, as, on the basis of logical

are revealed differently on various language

relation

levels.

Georgian,

moods, the assumption is made based on the

evidentiality is revealed by means of the

background knowledge/experience of the

future tense, conditional, perfect verb forms,

speaker (but not on perceptive facts). Thesis

lexical means, indirect speech markers,

II embraces all the rest: order, offer/urge,

evidential particles etc. (Topadze 2011).

declaration/promise,

For

instance,

in

groups:

a) evidential, b) of

tiality is expressed morphologically and

between

conditional-resultative

rhetorical

question,

As it was mentioned above, the aim of

exclamation/threat or statement of a certain

the given paper is to discuss complex

fact (other similar groups can also be

sentences

distinguished). In this case, the logical

from

the

viewpoint

of

relation

between

conditional-resultative

moods is based not on the background

2

The Kartvelian (resp. South Caucasian) group
embraces four languages, out of which Georgian is a
written literary language, whereas Megrelian, Svan
and Laz are non-literary, non-written languages.

knowledge but on real facts.
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As expected, such division proves the
close

links

between

evidentiality

semantics of the entire construction is not

and

epistemic either. It is evidential:

(1) თუ

epistemic modality. It should be mentioned
that

the

subordinate

conditional-resultative

clause
complex

of
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კაცსა

ცოდნა

არა

აქვს,

გასტანჯავს წუთისოფელი (გურ.).

every

tu ḳacsa codna ara akvs, gasṭanǯavs

sentence

(resp. condition) is of epistemic modality,

utisopeli .

whereas the main clauses (resp. result) are

"if a man has no knowledge, he will

diverse.

suffer in this world" (Guramishvili)

The

final

semantics

of

the

construction is defined by the resultative

(Kvachadze 1988, 392).

clause. Hence, the question: how can the

(2) მერცხალი

unity of such closely-linked components (as

ჩვენთან

condition and result) yield such semantic

მარცვლეულობის

diversity? In order to answer this question,

ხილეულობის

the

(გოგ., 119).

components

separately

and

should
the

be

rules

analyzed
of

შემოდგომაზედაც
დარჩებოდა,

რომ
და

ჭამა

შეეძლოს

mercxali šemodgoma edac ċventan

their

relationships should be identified:

darċeboda, rom marcvleulobis da
xileulobis čama šeeӡlos.

I.

"The swallow would stay with us

a) Evidential

even in autumn, if it could get grain

The subordinate clause (resp.condition) is

and

epistemic: the main clause (resp.result) is

fruit"

(Gogebashvili,

119)

(Kvachadze 1988, 393).

evidential.

(3) კოღოც კი წააქცევს ცხენს, თუ

The above relationship is conditioned by

დიდი მგელი უშველის (ანდ.).

the following fact: when the fulfillment of a

ḳoγoc ḳ

certain condition is sufficient for the

ušvelis.

absolute result, the subordinate clause

"Even a mosquito can beat a horse, if

restricts the action denoted by the verb-

it is assisted by a large wolf"

predicate of the main clause, and the action

(proverb) (Kvachadze 1988, 390).

is performed according to the condition
given in the subordinate clause. Therefore,

b) Epistemic modality

there is no room for assumption or doubt.

The subordinate clause (resp. condition) is

Hence, the main clause is not epistemic. The

epistemic; the main clause (resp. result) is
also epistemic.
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The above relationship is conditioned by

resultative sentence is neither evidential nor

the following fact: if the fulfillment of a

epistemic. It is of totally different semantics,

certain

and

condition

is

insufficient

for

may

express

order,

urge/offer,

rhetorical

question,

achieving the absolute result, and additional

declaration/promise,

condition/environment

the

exclamation/threat or a certain fact. The

subordinate clause allows the epistemic

epistemic content of the subordinate clause

nature of the main clause. Therefore, the

simply

main clause contains organic evidential-

resultative sentence.

epistemic verb forms or particles that make

Order:

is

required,

serves

to

semantics of the entire construction is

იქნეს

epistemic:

წამოსცდება

(4) ზაფხული რომ ყოფილიყო, იქნება

მოკლული,

conditional-

თუ

სიტყვა,

ქალს
ვაჟს

მოეკვეთოს თავი! (ლორთქ., 2, 328)

ყმაწვილების ჭყივილზე მგლები

tu važi iṭ

გაქცეულიყვნენ (შ. არაგვ.)

tu kals

ṭ
amoscdeba siṭ va, važs

moeḳvetos tavi!

rom

ma vilebis

a

(5) თუ ვაჟი იტყვის სიტყვას, ქალი

the main clause epistemic. Hence, the

apxuli

form

ivil e

mglebi

"if the boy utters a word, the girl will

gakceuli vnen.

be killed; and if the girl utters a

"if it had been summer, the wolves

word, the boy will be beheaded"

would have run away on hearing the

(Lortkipanidze, 2, 328) (Kvachadze

boys’ shouting" (Shio Aragvispireli)

1988, 392).

(Kiziria 1974, 259).

(6) მოსპე, თორემ მოგსპობს! (ბარნ., 3,
58).

II.

Neither evidential, nor epistemic

mos

The subordinate clause (resp. condition)

"If you don’t eliminate him, he will

is epistemic, whereas the main clause (resp.

eliminate you" (Barnovi, 3, 58)

result) is neither evidential nor epistemic.

(Kvachadze 1988, 394).

Such relationship is conditioned by the
following fact:

Urge/offer:

when, according to the logical relation

(7) თუ

between conditional-resultative moods, the

მტყუანი

გამოვდგე,

გამაგდებინეთ! (აკაკი)

conclusion is drawn based on real facts, the
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tu

mṭ uai

gamovdge,

tavi

moḳvdes
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biči

picxela,

ċemi

tu

gamagdebinet!

aγsasruli moaxloebuli os.

"If I am lying, cut my head off!"

"May I die, if my end is near"

(Akaki Tsereteli) (Kiziria 1974, 259).

(Chavchavadze) (Kvachadze 1988,

(8) თუ განათლებულებში სდებ თავს,
განათლებულადაც

392).

იცხოვრე!

(12)

(ბარნ., 1, 321)
tu

თუ

ძალიან

მოგწონს,

გაჩუქებ! (ჯავ.).

ganatlebulebši

sdeb

tu ӡalian mog ons, gaċukeb!

tavs,

ganatlebuladac icxovre!

"If you like it so much, I will give it

"If you keep proving that you are

to you as a present" (Javakhishvili, 2,

educated, live like an educated

577) (Kvachadze 1998, 392).

person!" (Barnov, 1, 321) (Kvachadze
1988, 392).

Rhetorical question:

(9) თუ ღამის გათევა გინდა მუქთად,

(13)

კაცი,

რომ

სულელების

ჯერ რამე უნდა დააშაო! (გვეტ.,

კბილთა

365)

წავა?! (ჭავ., 447)

tu γamis gateva ginda muktad, ǯer

ḳaci rom sulelebis ḳbilta γrčenas

rame unda daašao!

ah ves, sad

"If you want a free shelter, you

"If a man follows the advice of fools,

should commit a crime!" (Gvetadze,

what

365) (Kvachadze 1988, 392).

(Chavchavadze,

ღრჭენას

will

be

აჰყვეს,

his
447)

სად

future?!"
(Kvachadze

1988, 393).
Declaration/promise:

(10)

(14)

გამიქვავდეს მე ეს ენა, თუ

მიშველოთ?! (ვაჟა)

visme movepero!

tuḳi

"Let my tongue turn into stone if I

თუ

მოკვდეს
ჩემი

ბიჭი

saxli

dacarieldeba,

carielma

ḳedlebma da kamar-xanǯalma ra

(Tsereteli)

mišvelot?!

(Kvachadze 1988, 393).
(11)

ცარიელმა

კედლებმა და ქამარ-ხანჯალმა რა

gamikvavdes me es ena, tu rom

anyone!"

სახლი

დაცარიელდება,

რომ ვისმე მოვეფერო! (წერ.).

flatter

თუკი

"If the house gets empty, what is the
ფიცხელა,

use of empty walls or the weapons?!"

აღსასრული

(Vazha-Pshavela) (Kvachadze 1988,

მოახლოებულიყოს! (ჭავ.)

392).
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Statement of a certain fact:

მოყვარე

ხარ,

მაშ

(19)

მე რომ დღიური მეწერნა,

გამარჯობა! (ჭავ., 149)

მაგაზე უკეთესს ვერ დავწერდი

tu mo vare xar, maš gamarǯoba!

(ჯავ., 3, 395)

"If you have come as a friend, you are

me rom d

welcome!"

uḳ

(Chavchavadze,

149)

(Kvachadze 1988, 395).
(16)

"If I had written a diary, I could not

თუ ეს ამბავი შეუტყვია

have done better" (Javakhishvili, 3,

ვისმე, ვაი თქვნი ბრალი! (ჭავ.,

395) (Kvachadze 1988, 393);

365)

(20)

ეს კეთილი და გონიერი

tu es ambavi šeuṭ via visme, vai

ფინია

tkveni brali!

რასაკვირველია, საწყალი ბავშვი

"If you tell this to anyone, blame

დაიხრჩობოდა (გოგ., 169).

yourself for what happens to you!"

es ḳetili da gonieri pinia rom ar

(Chavchavadze,

šes reboda,

365)

(Kvachadze

1988, 395).
(17)

არ

შესწრებოდა,

rasaḳvirvelia,

sa ali

bavši daixrčoboda.

ვაი, თუ მაგის გარეგანი

სიწყნარე

რომ

შავი

"If that kind and clever dog hadn’t

დღის

been nearby, the poor child would

მომასწავებელი იყოს ჩვენთვის!

have been drawned" (Gogebashvili,

(ბარნ., 3, 70)

169) (Kvachadze 1988, 393).

vai, tu magis garegani si nare šavi
dγ

In order to draw a complete picture of

"What if his seeming peacefulness is a

the typology of the Kartvelin languages, the

sign of something terrible" (Barnovi,

data of other Kartvelian languages should be

3, 70) (Kvachadze 1988, 395).

analyzed. With this aim, the empirical data

(18)

თუ ხელი გაგინძრევიათ,

of Megrelian, Laz and Svan languages has

აქვე გაგათავებთ! (ჯავ., 3, 288)

been obtained from the field work materials.

tu xeli gaginӡreviat, akve gagatavebt!

It should be noted that Kartvelian languages

"If you move, I will kill you at once!"

reveal

(Javakhishvili, 3, 288) (Kvachadze

viewpoint

1988, 391).

conditional-resultative constructions. This

typological
of

similarity

semantic

from

the

grouping

of

similarity is especially obvious with regard
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to the groups expressing evidentiality and

"If he/she had come on the same

epistemic modality. Other semantic groups

evening, he/she might have given a

distinguished in Georgian are less productive

promise".

in non-written Kartvelian languages.

Svan: (26) ხოჩილდ ლ

დემის დდაგრივ.

1. Evidential:

xočild läj grasgw, demis äddagriw.

Megrelian:

(21)

ჩხანას

იშულებუდუკონი,

"If he/she had got better medical

თექიანობას განათენდუ.
Čxanas

იჟ გრასგვ,

išuldebudukoni,

treatment, he/she might not have

tekinobas

died".

ganatendu.
Laz:

The situation regarding the relationships

(22) მჟუა ნა ეშახტატუ, ოთანეპტუ.

between the components of the main and

mžua na ešaxṭaṭu, otane ṭu.

subordinate clauses is the same in all the

Svan:

Kartvelian languages.

(23) მიჟ ჟ’ŽნÃდენი , დეცეგიმს

.

ქანარჰა.

However,

several

facts

should

be

mentioned, even though they do not change

miž ž’änqdeniw, decegims kanarha.

the entire picture of the typology of

„If the sun rose, it would light the

Kartvelian languages:
1.

area“.

In Megrelian, there are modalized

(epistemic) verb forms of organic formation,
2. Epistemic modality:

although they do not take part in the

Megrelian:

formation

(24) თიმუ

2.

ეგება

dγas,

onǯua

Megrelian,

borǯis

in

the

conditional-resultative

kimeurtumuduḳoni, egeba kimečuko

Svan

language,

constructions

are

expressed by such verb forms. Moreover, the

iroba.

expressive power of such verb forms is so

Laz:

(25)

Modalized (epistemic) verb forms are

also found in the Svan language. Unlike

ქიმეჩუკო პირობა.
timu

conditional-resultative

constructions.

დღას, ონჯუა ბორჯის

ქიმეურთუმუდუკონი,

of

ემ

დღას

strong that no conjunctions are needed to

ლიმჯის

join the conditional-resultative components

მოხტეეტუკონ, ბექიმ ნენა მეჩატუ.
em dγas xolo limǯis moxṭeeṭuḳon, bekim

in

nena mečaṭu.

examples (23), (26)).
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